
Section 2: Recording and Usage Policy 
 
Keynote Lectures 
 
Keynote events, such as the Hormuud Lecture, the ASR Distinguished Lecture, the Current Issues Plenary, or 
the ASA Presidential Lecture, will be posted to the ASA’s YouTube page after the conference. Any 
discussions, questions, or other video recorded material from the keynote events will ultimately be available for 
public viewing. 
 
Usage 
 
Photographs of presentations, slides, or materials at the ASA Annual Meeting—whether expressly copyrighted 
or not—may not be published, reproduced, or distributed. Do not photograph any such images that are labeled 
as confidential and/or proprietary. 
 
All content, images, and data shared at the ASA Annual Meeting are intended for presentation only, and are 
not to be filmed, reproduced, streamed, or distributed to the public or press.  
 
The ASA is not responsible for unauthorized recordings, but reserves the right to ban anyone who records 
sessions without permission from future ASA events, Annual Meetings, and other programming. 
 
All presenters may add the following disclaimer to any presented materials: 
 

Confidential – Do not duplicate or distribute without written permission from [Author Name]. 
The content of this presentation is proprietary and confidential information of [Author Name]. It 
is not intended to be distributed to any third party without the written consent of the [Author 
Name]. 

 
Consent to Use of Photographic and Video Images  
 
The ASA may photograph, videotape, or webcast ASA meetings, activities, and ASA-sponsored events [such 
as keynote lectures]. Registration, attendance at, and/or participation in any of these events constitute an 
agreement by the registrant or attendee to these activities and to the use and distribution of the registrant’s or 
attendee’s image, likeness, or voice in photographs, videotapes, electronic reproductions, and audiotapes. 
 
Zoom 
 
The 2022 ASA Annual Meeting is an in-person meeting. The ASA will maintain its pre-pandemic video 
conference policy during in-person meetings: Zoom presentations will only be allowed with express written 
permission for those that were denied a visa to present at the conference hotel. All other participants are 
expected to present in-person, during their scheduled session.  
 
Presenters that are given permission to teleconference must also receive approval from their session chair, 
and work with their chair directly to organize their Zoom presentation. While the ASA does provide projectors 
and technological support onsite, the Association cannot guarantee consistent internet bandwidth or smooth 
teleconferencing for approved presenters.  
 
Unauthorized use of Zoom to host a hybrid session*, either for presentations or to share content with 
unregistered online audiences, may result in future participation restrictions. 
 
  
*This pre-pandemic policy is still in place to ensure the financial viability of the ASA. The Association is contractually obligated to fill a 
minimum number of hotel guest rooms each Annual Meeting or face exorbitant financial penalties. In-person participation is therefore 
necessary to ensure that the ASA exists to host its scholarly events and meetings well into the future. The ASA does host online events 
throughout the year to increase accessibility and participation outside the Annual Meeting. 


